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Mountain Drop-offs celebrates success of Facebook fan offer

Airport transfer specialist Mountain Drop-offs is celebrating the success of its first sojourn into
social media marketing.

(PRWEB UK) 27 December 2012 -- Mountain Drop-offs is celebrating the success of its first sojourn into
social media marketing.

The Chamonix-based airport transfer specialist, which operates bespoke shared and private transfers from
Geneva airport to resorts across the French and Swiss Alps, launched its Facebook fan page in June.

That launch included a competition supported by Julbo eyewear to give away some 40 pairs of the brand’s best
mountain sports sunglasses. Mountain Drop-offs has utilised a number of tactics to help grow its following
since then.

The latest is an exclusive fan offer on fares between Geneva and the Chamonix valley. The launch of the fan
code has been driven virally and with supporting Facebook advertising and runs until 31 December 2012.

It has already generated some 300 additional fans, taking the company’s following to more than 1,300 and more
than 50 bookings. For anyone wishing to take advantage of 27€ each way fares between Geneva Airport and
Chamonix, it is still not too late to pick up the promo code by becoming a fan at
www.facebook.com/mountaindropoffs.

“We’ve been delighted not only with the results of the fan offer, but also with the growth of the fan page as a
whole,” commented Simon Hills, Mountain Drop-offs’ Managing Director.

“I believe our fans have appreciated the content we’ve been sharing which helps keep them in touch with
conditions and activities at the resorts they love. That coupled with this latest great value offer is helping both
to build awareness of the Mountain Drop-offs brand and drive revenue.”

For anyone planning their ski trips to the French or Swiss Alps this winter, Mountain Drop-offs has an online
quote and booking system at www.mountaindropoffs.com. The transfer specialist operates airport transfers
between Geneva Airport and some of the most popular destinations in the Alps including Val d’Isere, Tignes,
the Three Valleys, the Port du Soleil and Chamonix.
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Contact Information
Simon Hills
Mountain Drop-Offs
http://www.mountaindropoffs.com
+33 450 47 17 73

Sue Roberts
Sue Roberts Consulting
http://www.mountaindropoffs.com
07736 233473

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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